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Abstract: Simkahetanka sheffleri is described from the

Poleslide member of the Brule formation in the White

River Badlands of South Dakota. This species is older than the

genotypic species which is found in the Gering formation ( sensu

C. B. Schultz, et al.) of Nebraska and in the Sharps formation

of South Dakota. It is less specialized than the later forms but

does not give any greater indication of the origin of the genus.

The Vertebrate Paleontology Section of the Los Angeles County Museum
of Natural History spent part of the summer of 1966 continuing its prospect-

ing in the late Whitneyan and early Arikareean on the south side of the White

River in Shannon County, South Dakota. The purpose of this program was to

expand the Museum’s reference collection and to look for ancestors of the

forms which the writer has been collecting from the Arikareean Sharps forma-

tion. The specimen described below was found by Mr. Douglas J. Macdonald.

The 1966 field season was supported by Mrs. E. Hadley Stuart, member of

the MuseumBoard of Governors.

Sunkahetanka sheffleri, new species

Type: LACM17076, a partial skull with canine-M 2 and P1 - M2 .

Paratype: LACMno. 17476, a cranium with P2 - M2
.

Locality and Horizon: LACMno. 2006, Medicine Root Creek, Shannon

County, South Dakota. Poleslide member of Brule formation, from twenty

five feet of gray clays whose top is fifty nine feet below the base of the Sharps

formation. These clays are overlain by Protoceras channels and underlain by a

red clay. Late Whitneyan.

Diagnosis: Small, and teeth less massive than the genotypic species,

Sunkahetanka geringensis (Barbour and Schultz); M1-2 unreduced; P2 _ 3

with strong anterior cingular cusps.

Description: Canine broken. P 1 broken; small; single rooted; crowded

between canine and P2
. P2 set diagonally in tooth row; overlapping P 1 and P 3

;

no anterior cingular cusp; no posterior accessory cusp; posterior cingulum

without cusp. P3 set diagonally in tooth row; no anterior cingular cusp; prin-

cipal cusp worn; small posterior accessory cusp. P4 with broadly rounded

parastyle; deuterocone prominent, lingual, but projecting slightly anterad of

parastyle; protocone larger than metastyle; protocone-metastyle crest worn;

closed carnassial notch below wear level. M1 large; elongated transversely;

paracone and metacone subequal; protoconule and metaconule worn; proto-
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Figure 1. Sunkahetanka sheffleri, new species, type, LACM 17076. Cranium with

canine-M 2
;

lateral and palatal views. (To be viewed with a stereoscope. Ca. X-V2 .)
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cone large, worn; hypocone large, worn. M2 unreduced; paracone much larger

than metacone, worn. Rostrum short; anterior edge of orbit above P4 meta-

style; sagittal crest not as strongly developed as in S. geringensis. Pi small;

single cusp; single root. P2 with tall principal cusp; large anterior cingular

cusp; posterior cingulum. P3 similar to P2 ;
with posterior accessory cusp. P4

similar to P3 . with short worn paraconid; closed carnassial notch; tall

worn protoconid; small metaconid, projecting slightly posterad of protoconid;

large hypoconids, worn virtually flat; small entoconid; thin enamel rim closes

talinid basin on lingual side. M2 broken; paraconid, if present, broken away;

protoconid and metaconid worn flat, appear similar to Mx . M3 missing. All

teeth massive. The back of the paratype cranium is well preserved. The bullae

are large, proportionally comparable to those of S. geringensis; the sagittal

and lambdoidal crests and the occiput are smaller and less massive than those

of the younger species.

Figure 2. Sunkahetanka sheffleri, new species, type, LACM 17076. Left mandible

with P^M,,; occlusal and labial views. (To be viewed with a stereoscope. Ca. X-V2 .)

Discussion: Sunkahetanka geringensis (Barbour and Schultz) (1935) is

based on a skeleton collected from “fifteen feet above the Brule, 400 feet

west of the road in Redington Gap, . . . west of Bridgeport, Morrill County,

Nebraska.” The beds are referred to the Gering formation by Barbour and

Schultz although they are below the Gering formation as defined by Darton.

Since 1953, eleven specimens (skulls, cranii, and mandibles) referable to

this species have been found in the Sharps formation in the Wounded Knee

area of Shannon County, South Dakota (Macdonald, 1963).

The Whitneyan specimens were found 310 feet stratigraphically below

and 14 miles geographically from the nearest record of S. geringensis. This

occurrence is a unique example of a species to species evolution in a restricted
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Table 1

Measurements in millimeters of types of Sunkahetanka.

Character Sunkahetanka sheffleri Sunkahetanka geringensis

LACM LACM NSM* LACM SDSM

17076 17476

Type Paratype 4-28-8-31 15910 5667

Right Left Right Left Type* Right Left

P
2 a-p 7.95 7.5 10.0 9.1 9.0

tr. 4.5 3.4 5.2 5.0 5.1

P3 a_ P 9.7 8.4 10.5 10.8 11.1

tr. 5.5 5.0 6.2 6.0 6.0

P4 a-p (to parastyle) 15.1 13.1 16.0 17.2 17.0

tr. 10.0 8.8 10.0 11.5 11.6

M1 a-p 11.4 11.5 11.5 9.9 11.1

tr. ca. 18.3 17.0 15.5 16.7

M2 a-p 6.2 5.3 4.2 4.1

tr. 11.0 8.5 6.7 6.5

pi-M 2 52.8 53.8 52.8

pi-4 38.8 40.0 42.5 40.9

M1 - 2 (parastyle-

metastyle)

18.2 17.0 16.1

Pi a-p 3.0 4.1

tr. 3.2 3.5

P
2

a-p 7.2 6.5 8.0

tr. 4.2 4.35 4.7

P
3

a ‘P 8.55 8.8 9.0 8.0

tr. 5.0 5.05 5.5 4.8

P
4

a-p 10.5 10.2 11.3 10.1

tr. 58.85 6.5 6.5 6.5

Mj a-p 17.1 18.0 17.6

tr. 7.8 8.2 7.6

* After Barbour & Schultze (1935:412) Nebraska State Museum.

**South Dakota School of Mines Museumof Geology.
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area, the younger species replacing the older one in place during a relatively

short span of geologic time, perhaps on the order of 2 to 3,000,000 years.

S. geringensis is slightly larger; the teeth are more massive; the M1 has

become moderately reduced; the M2 greatly reduced; the jaw has become

more massive and the sagittal crest, occiput, and lambdoidal crest much larger.

These changes suggest a strengthening of the muscles for biting, chewing and

manipulating the head. The general trend seems to be paralleling that seen in

the Tomarctus - Osteoborus - Borophagus lineage of the Barstovian - Claren-

donian - Hemphillian.

This species is named for Mr. William J. Sheffler, a member of the Board

of Governors, Los Angeles County Museumof Natural History, and patron of

Vertebrate Paleontology.
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